In this paper we present a joint audio-video (AV) tracker which can track the active source between two freely moving persons speaking in turn to simulate a meeting scenario, but less constrained. Our tracker differs from existing work in that it requires only a small number of sensors, works when speaker is not close to the sensors and relies on simple, yet efficient, inference techniques in AV processing. The system uses audio and video measures of the target position on the ground plane to strengthen the single modality predictions that would be weak if taken on their own as occlusions, clutter, reverberations and speech pauses happen in the test environment. In particular, the intermicrophone signal delays and the target image locations are input to single modality Bayesian filters, whose proposed likelihoods are multiplied in a Kalman Filter to give the joint AV final estimation. Despite the low complexity of the system, results show that the multi-modal tracker does not fail, tolerating video occlusion and intermittent speech (within 50 cm of accuracy) in the context of a nonmeeting scenario. The system evaluation is done both on single modality than multi-modality tracking, and the performance improvement given by the AV fusion is discussed and quantified i.e 24 % improvement on the audio tracker accuracy.
Introduction
Fusing audio and video signals for tracking can improve the overall process performance by decreasing the uncertainties and the unreliability which both signals individually yield. For example, in large open spaces where people sound and look alike (cocktail party scenarios) video occlusions, clutter, reverberations, speech pauses and sharp movements still represent challenges for singlemodality trackers. In general, localisation and tracking systems exploit redundant information e.g. target position ( [3, 4, 9, 10, 14, 15] ). They are usually made up of arrays of microphones (f.e. 16) and cameras (f.e. 4) whose data are processed using resourceconsuming techniques, such as beamforming [3, 4, 9] and particle filters [3, 4, 9, 14] , and jointly track two alternating speaker in a room [4, 9, 14] . Normally, those applications are used in meeting room analysis where person motion is either static -when people are talking around a table -or restricted to small trajectories -when they are in front of a board. On the other hand, detection and recognition applications use different features of the signals, e.g. audio pitches and motion changes ( [1, 5, 7] ). These systems are often composed of just one or a few microphones and a pair of cameras, and are used mostly for speech recognition and automatic scene analysis. Bayesian inference is the bedrock of most joint tracking schemes. The Kalman Filter and its Extended version [10, 15] , the Particle Filter [4, 14] as well as hybrid approaches using Monte Carlo Markov chains [9] have been all used to tackle the problem. To the best of our knowledge this work cannot be compared directly to others work as we do not do AV localisation info fusion in meeting analysis contexts (where targets usually face cameras and microphones). The closest work we could find is the one from [4] , but yet it is different in that it consists of a larger sensor network (2 cameras and 16 microphones). In contrast with the prior work in this area our approach: a) uses only four pairs of microphones and one camera; b) uses low complexity audio and video measurements extraction algorithms; c) does not place any constraint on speaker movements.
2 Audio-Video Tracking and Fusion
Audio measurements
Passive acoustic source localisation can be obtained by triangulating the time differences of arrival (TDOAs) across pairs of microphones. Knowing the asynchrony across the signals gathered at each microphones pair, together with the microphones positions, allows the triangulation algorithm to infer the target position. This approach is based on the Generalised Cross Correlation (GCC) function computation ( [12] ), as the asynchrony information between signals is given by the maximum energy peak of their crosscorrelation signal. GCC is known to be sensitive to room reverberations [12] , however it is still effective under moderate reverberant environments (T 60 ≈ 0.3 s) [6] . Furthermore, combining it with a position estimator like a Bayesian filter, rather then a triangulation algorithm, allows it to be valid even in more echoic environments as it encounters for false alarms, which can be imagine like "ghost" sources due to the reverberation phenomenon. With reference to the upper branch of Fig. 1 , it can be seen that before extracting the delays of arrival, we detect the speech/no speech audio segments using a voice activity detector (VAD) [11] . VAD evaluates for each short segment of speech (64 ms), which the signal was subdivided in, its SNR value, and compares it to a pre-calculated threshold which is set on the basis of the static room noise power. The segment is labelled as speech if its SNR is bigger than the threshold. Speech segments are then processed using a GCC Phase Transform (PHAT) step, for the signal to be more robust to reverberations. The signal vector obtained z a can be written as: z a = {τ j (t) : t = 1, 2, ..., N a } , where τ j (t) are the TDOAs collected at the microphone pair j at each time step t and N a represent the total number of audio measurements. Note that as TDOAs are not linear in the speaker position x, we input them to an Extended Kalman Filter, [10] . This means the EKF observation equations are approximated by a first order Taylor expansion about each latest position estimation of the filter.
Video measurements
A mean shift tracker [8] for each of the two target is initialised to collect the video observations. After the tracks blob have been extracted, they assign their target a histogram of colours which is iteratively compared to small regions which the image is parted in. The aim is finding the candidate histogram whose difference with the target histogram minimises a pixels energy measure. After the trackers have evaluated the 2D targets pixel coordinates in the image plane, the last are projected into the ground plane coordinates (x, y) using the classic camera pin-hole model, thus each video measurement vector z v at each time step t is:
where N v represent the total number of video measurements.
Audio and video data fusion
As the two data feeds are recorded and processed at different rates an interpolation is carried out to ensure synchrony between the vector measurements. Moreover, since they also have to be temporally aligned from the moment in which a speaker starts to when they stop talking, we automatically computed such instants using the VAD (shown in Fig.1 ) for both the streams. The camera is calibrated offline and, with respect to the results obtained, microphones positions are manually found for the audio measurements and video tracks to be registered to the same ground plane coordinates. Once the audio and video observations have been collected and aligned, they are input to their respective Kalman trackers which predict the target position. At this point a data association step, nearestneighbour based, chooses between the two video observation inputs available the one that is closest to the concurrent audio measure. Hence, the selected video likelihood is multiplied by the audio likelihood in the AV fusion node to give a global AV likelihood estimation. The final central node estimation is fed back to each filter input as the best estimate to the previous time step. In partic- 
were z a and z v are the audio and video observations as seen above. As data are gathered simultaneously and used all at once in a centralised fashion, we assume the two pdfs to be independent of one another hence, on the basis of the a priori local estimates for the state x a (t|t − 1) and x v (t|t − 1) predicted by the singlemodality trackers at each time step, we evaluate the joint state estimate x av as follows:
this means the joint likelihood is still a Gaussian probability, although no longer normalised, and the a posteriori state estimate is given by:
where
P −1 a and P
−1
v are the inverse of the audio and video a posteriori covariance estimation matrices. P av is the joint a posteriori covariance estimation matrix.
Experimentation and results

Experiment setup
The experiments carried out were set up in a room whose size is 4.50 × 7.50 × 3.40 m 3 characterised by significant reverberation time (T 60 ≈ 0.5 s) and background noise (air conditioning system on) resulting in a SN R 10 dB. The audio signals gathered at 8 cardioid microphones were sampled by the audio interface with a 24-bit precision resolution at 44.1 kHz, whereas the camera recorded the 640 × 480 RGB video frames at a 7.5 Hz rate. Moreover, each audio signal was filtered using a 64 ms long Gaussian window to ensure signal stationarity [6] . Filters were initialised using the starting position of their correspondent targets and static matrices Q and R, whose values were chosen on the basis of an optimisation step. The microphones were displaced as shown in the experiments figures whereas the camera was located at the left bottom corner of the room (height ≈ 3 m). Moreover all experiments were processed off-line on synchronised streams and measures corresponding to physical positions out of the space of search boundaries were rejected.
Experiments, performances and qualitative discussion of the results
To validate our system we perform three experiments characterised by an increasing level of audio and video confusion 1 . The ground truth tracks is manually measured on the room floor. Only the location of the active speaker is tracked, using a constant velocity motion model (velocity v = 0.4 m × s −1 ). As for the system performance, the (multiple) object tracking precision (MOTP) and the (multiple) object tracking accuracy (MOTA) of each filter , as defined in [2] , are shown in Tables  1 and 2 for all the experiments. It is important to note that, since the 2D video trackers use a bounding box to lock on the target and since ground truth measures are evaluated on the ground plane, the video measurements refer to a point source hence they entail a prospective projection error. Moreover, it does not make much sense speaking about audio localisation accuracies since we refer to point like sources in the audio case too. Nevertheless if we had to consider this parameter also, a good reference could be within the range of 10 to 20 cm. We believe this framework could be 1 Note that these are significantly different from the standard "meeting-room" scenario sensibly integrated with others low level audio and video modules to form a higher level extent system such the ones for scene understanding applications; therefore, its qualitative characteristics, rather than the quantitative ones, should be appreciated. These would be explained as long as the experiments will be introduced.
Two moving non-concurrent speakers without occlusions and speech pauses. It consists of two people moving along known parallel trajectories and speaking in turn; its aim is to show the audio tracker is fundamental to extract the speaker localisation info. This information could be integrated by adding a lip detector to the video part of the system [13] , but the assumption which is made about the distance between sensors and targets would yield a resolution too challenging to accomplish the task and would require many more sensors. In such a scenario therefore, the video tracker is only used to compensate for a lack of audio tracking accuracy due to false positives and missed detections caused by not negligible reverberations and background noise (low SNR) respectively. Moreover, the video signal is exploited to assess the number of people which are present in the room, as the audio tracker, GCC based, only works for a single speaker. Results are shown in Fig.2 . The black dots represent the targets trajectory, whereas the bold dots are the space points in which a speaker is active. From the figure it is clear the AV tracker smooths between the targets as their speech is interleaved, showing that the audio cue on its own makes the difference to successfully detect the speaker, despite the reverberant and noisy environment. Furthermore the AV tracker is proved to improved the accuracy of tracking by 7 % w.r.t. the audio one and the missing object accuracy by 17 %.
The following experiments show speakers can be track trough an increasing level of difficulties i.e. video occlusion, concurrent audio "occlusion" (speech pause) and video occlusion, concurrent audio and video occlusions and speaker turn. These challenges would normally cause each modality, tracking on its own, to fail. Results show the audio signal is likely to be reliable while the video signal is affected by the occlusion ambiguity, despite reverberation, noise, pauses and speaker turning. In effect, a poor positional estimate from the video source is not necessarily critical if the audio has a smaller uncertainty and joint AV tracking does not fail and outperforms the single modality trackers. One moving speaker with video occlusion, crossed by the second person. This experiment aim is to prove, in the case in which two people look alike and cross each other but only one is speaking, the more reliable audio signal compensates for the lack of the video information. Results are presented in Fig.3 , in which the AV tracker can be seen to steer the AV tracker to the correct speaker, despite the video trackers (which would decrease the multi-modal estimation accuracy if the occlusion did not occur) are unreliable. Therefore the AV correct estimation can still be achieved despite the uncertainty associated with the video measures. In this case the AV tracker performance w.r.t. to the audio tracker is increased by 14 % . One moving speaker with video occlusion and speech pause. The objective of this experiment is to confirm that further reducing the audio reliability, as now the speaker takes a 1 s long speech pause, the AV tracker can still lock on to the speaker, helped also by the robust motion model. This is confirmed by the results shown in Fig.? ?. Again the AV tracker performance is better than the audio tracker one, in particular by 19 %. Two moving non-concurrent speakers with occlusion as they cross each other, to finally represent a more realistic non-meeting scenario. Since in this experiment the motion model is intended to become weak, given the sharp turn of the speaker trajectory, its aim is to demonstrate yet again the AV filter can follow the speaker trajectory. In Fig.? ? this is actually proved, although the AV tracker needs more time to keep up with the speaker track. Hence, even without a strong model reliability audio leads the AV tracker to the speaker trajectory 2 . In particular, the AV tracker increases the performance of the audio tracker by 24 % with an error of ≈ 41 cm. Furthermore, the missing object accuracy is improved by 6 %. 
Conclusions
In this work a novel joint AV tracking system for multiple non-concurrent speakers has been implemented to demonstrate how audio modality can help video to track trough occlusions when high measurement ambiguities occur in a non-meeting scenario. In particular, by symmetrically fusing synchronised audio and video signals at the likelihood level the system is able to swap between speakers, recover from audio and video occlusions and handle clutter. In the future we want to be able to track multiple concurrent speaker in a larger area when audio and video ambiguities coexist for longer. To that end we propose to use more sophisticated tracking algorithms and several additional audio and video features including gestures and speaker identification. Ultimately in fact, we find interesting AV fusion at different level of abstractions (f.e. by integrating tracking, speaker identification, source separation and gesture recognition modules), as that may be resulting in a robust general framework which could be successfully used in scene understanding applications.
